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Other
Worlds
A FANTASY BOOK GROUP AT TPL

Meets on the third Wednesday of the
month @ 6:30pm in the Trustees Room

Book Group

Jan-June 2024
All books are available at the
Front Desk one month before

meeting
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The Last Unicorn
Peter S. Beagle

A unicorn who believes she is the last of her
kind in the world, undertakes a quest to

discover what has happened to the others
with the help of her friends Schmendrick the

Magician and Molly Grue.

Legends & Lattes
Travis Baldree

An orc retires from adventuring to start a fantasy
city’s very first coffee shop. While this dream has
been guiding Viv for years, she’s still uncertain

about many things—whether she should trust the
strange artifact she won to truly bring her good
fortune, how to best advertise a coffee shop, and

how she feels about succubus Tandri, whose artistic
talent and clever ideas help the shop take off.

Piranesi is the sole inhabitant of a
mysterious house with endless rooms full of

statues and a surging ocean below. His
lyrical and haunting journal guides readers
through his beloved labyrinthine home and
introduces The Other, a sporadic visitor and

the only other living human being in the
world - or so he thought.

Piranesi
Susanna Clarke

Good Omens
Neil Gaiman & 
Terry Pratchett

The world is going to end next Saturday,
but there are a few problems--the

Antichrist has been misplaced, the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse ride

motorcycles, and the representatives from
heaven and hell decide that they like the

human race.

The Conductors
Nicole Glover

As a conductor on the Underground Railroad,
Hetty Rhodes helped usher dozens of people
north with her wits and magic. Now that the

Civil War is over, Hetty and her husband,
Benjy, have settled in Philadelphia, solving

murders and mysteries that the white
authorities won't touch. 

Tress is an ordinary girl with no thirst to see
the world. Her friend Charlie is the son of a
local duke, but he likes stories more than
fencing. When Charlie is captured by the

mysterious Sorceress who rules the Midnight
Sea, Tress must leave her home to rescue him.

Tress of the Emerald Sea
Brandon Sanderson

2nd Wed.


